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n i portant issue with regard to film audience is

the salience ind vidualstttribute _to a variety of film-specific
variables which, in turn, determine their Yarticular movie-going
experience. This studli.details the results of am inveStig tion o he
impontance of 26 potegSially inflnential variables in mov e
attendance decisions. Respondents to the self-administer
queitionnaire were students enrolled'in 'randomly drawn classes .of a
northeastern college4 Results indicate that (1) movie-Oing iias rated
ai nsoiewhat uniagortant to "indifferent', as a leisure activity; (21-

movie attendance vas virtually-unrelated to the respondents' uie of
three other ledia; and (3) the subject matter of thefilm and the
iipence of friends were most important to the most recent film
at endance).experience. As much ae 55% of the total variance in movie
attendance vas accounted for by the variables eximined in the study.
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FILM ATTENDANCE: WHY COLLEGE STUDENTS -CHOSE

TO SEE' THEIR MOST RECENT PIL!'t

e a great deal,of thought and-effort-has,been expended

on developing, discusslnge and explaining aesthetic theorips of

film (1, 17), 4ttle, in contrast has been dii.ected toward an

equally important facet of.the medium, the film audience: "rn

the rade between intuition and the ISM machine the latter came

in a poor second" (11, p. 304). In 1953 Handel (11, p. 310)

noted that "Audience research is well entrenched in all media

of mass communication except film" and attributed this, in part,

to Hollywood's'resistance to such research. Today it it well-

known tthe industry does conduct research on its audience;

howeVer, the exact nature and results of such research remain

A recent comprehensive bibliography-of publishedproprietaiy

research on all aspeqs of the film audience (3) showt that

only-104 empirical studies have been conducted since1960. 2

Although the quantity of studies might saem-imprestive, it is
.4

hardly so When consi:ered frot the perspective of-a medium with

a nearly-one hundred rear history. ,(One might wish to

the simple frequency of movieaudience studies wi

those of a much more recent medium, televisionk!

sum contribution of this literature to our undstanding

compare

example,

over, the

f the

:film audience, may,

and direction.

best, be described as locking 'cohesion

As h s long been recognized at least since 1948, 'ben the

dramatic drop in weekly film admi-- ns began contemporary

movie -goers are far more selective in their film attendance



behavlo than were their counterparts when the medium was at i ts

height in popularity. For instance, a 1972 study SoUthern

Californians, Conducted- .by the Los Angeles Times HarketingResea

Department (16), fpund that ne arly three-quarte 173%) of its

respondents (teenagers and adults) reported they had. decided to

see a particular picture before deciding to go to the,movies,

rathe than the other way around (i.e., deciding to go to the

movies before deciding which film to see).

important issue, therefore, with regard to film audiences,

which has been largelY ignored ,by social scientists, is the

salience indiViduals attribute.to-avarietSP offfilm-apecific

v inariables which, n turn; determine their particular movie -going

experience. Thus, this study details the results of an inv stiga-
,

tion of the importance of 28: potentially va'riab

movie attendance decisiOn Based On the concept of a dia

nating audience,.the. research questions this study addresses are:

1. How important IS mos oing As a leisure-time -activity?
,

.

2. What is the relationsh p between movie-attendande. and 4

the use of other media.

How important were these 28 varpibles in the individuals'

most recent decision to attend a movie and what percentage

.of the movie attendance varianpe is predicted by these'

28 variables?

The-28 variables, aon-i eyed in this study were selected on

the basis of both previous .research and intuition. A pri

these 28vari1ables may be broadly categorized into eight areas:

production personnel (director pro user eenwriter, ,rate ,.and



le Oare ), -:production. elementd:(music,.photogrjaphy,.ti le,
1._-

e_
otion Pioture-Also aation-lf,Amerioa rating EG, Pa; AJ X]),

, _ .

advertising (previews and ad `in newspapees,.magazints, televidion

land radio) criticism, and reviewing (in newdpapers, magazines,

TV, and radio) iriterpersbnal

perception

the patron (price Of admission Lproximity of theater

and other ,(nomination for and winning of Abade

influence (from friend

ilm content (plot and genre) finndia_ and _

expenses

..Award).

and parer

Y.

Popular

the importanc

natu fias asserted

in a film's popularity.

Gallup,- for instance, maintained that a ood" title adds at lea,st

$30,000 taa movie's gross (cited in l0, p. 36 ). Nominations

for and, especially, inning of an Csdar, according to Sarris

(20 p. 18): -has bqx office imPact-inSofataS the award and the,
v -

telecasting. of the ceremonies act "s certification of the

moviesC.d.* audience' is] obliged to catch up on." BeaUpre

(1 p. 72) goes so, fay as, to state that Coming Home Ppicked_up

another--067189.400 in'1979 by dint of .the, Academy Awards given

ts:starsr Jane` Fonda and :Ton Voight." Mayer (18 'pp. *37-43)

-offers A. IB-Pqint popularity factors" sort system (focused mostly

on film content) and Jamie (12) posits tl a.t it is,a film
N

J

Finelly,.fjve'factOre whi6h eff6ct file

grdeses.ere'-ffe by,,MUnsun filmoontent the maeting

"image'

environment,
a `

sales effort expended, method of release and -distribu-

nd the effect. f initial returns.' Based upon conjctural

ften contradict: arks such as those presented above,



our present knowledge:Of the in ndent.dnd'cumUlativeccntitibu-
.

_

tioh of these and other variables inadequate. Only in the

i-ited:sdientific literature, do.14e.have some sense of -the influ-

ende of,theSe variables, In a study of Britishji1M---goers

aficl.1(enydh-(2I) found that the hype of film, and_its cast we

the mostaimportant reasons for their respondents most recent

movie attendance. Production elements (e.g., photography, scrip

ing, direction) were fund to be' of limited importance. The Los

Angeles Times study

. most important varia

reported t thfilm's` subject was-the,

(Of a.' t:al of 15 variables measured) into1

determining whether or not to see a particular-filM Conversely,

the film'd title, producer /director, and the results.of Academy

Awards were viewed as least important.

Several studies, incorporating some of the variables considered

here,'have been conducted Uqlizing data generated from non-survey

sources. Simonet (t2) used the prev du experience records of

seven production personnel in a multiple'begressien equation and,

found-:that these seven.va'riabiAs accounted fe wo- thirds of, the

domestic film'revenut variance in top-grossing films. A study

which/compared audience (as measu4 derby film rentals) response_

ith critics' attention paid to filM,Airectors for Mims in do:

tic release...(24) found virtually no relationship. between the.. two

va 1ables. Most recently, iiitman'S'It51 findings confradict:hote

ofJille Times And Silvey and Kenyon. His study reported-that box-
.

office success was not ;dependent On subject mater, attenaanc-

restri ohs, orhigh paid superstars." Variables which were

important ingredients, ,significantly contributing to theatrical



included the production bu et's size, critics' ratings

use of major dittributors Academy Awards', and Chtistmat release.

From this brief review of the
that contradictiont

quedtiohs offered-above, this studywilia attemptt6,11:esoIve.some

of these. diffetiences. Moreover, the present.retearchTeschews:

are,rife.-

available littratuie it is apparent

Thus, in addiy.on to the research

-the methodological pitfalls of both the, armchair PhilosoPliers

and - -the non-survey sCholars._

METHODOLOGY

Respondents to the, Self-administered questionnaire used

-for-this study:were studentS enrplledin randomly:drawn.classee

9f 4---AutheAsternucollege. A total ,of 318 questionnaires were

distributed of' which-170 (53.4%) were i'eturned. Participants

were asked-_tO complete the anonymous questionnaire at home.

Distribution and.collectionvof the queStionnaires occurred ip.

'December, 1979

The questionnaire used n this study was designed to assess

the respondents' frequency of movie attendance end the importance.'

of the 28' variables'in their most recent. film-going experience.

In order to determine most recent film,attendance, the respondents

were asked to record the title of the last movie they had ieen

as well as ho or. what.drews.yourTattention to the film"- Fol-
,

lo-ing these two open-ended questiOns, the participants were

directed to indicate their opinion c1n6erning the importance o

each o the 213variables in their attendance deciSion on a seven -,.

point rating scale., Response- options ranged from "very.unimportani



(Codd 1). to y important"

Respondents-ranged in age- frork17 tel 35 years X 20.7
4

.

years' Md -=-26-.4Years). Disttibutionby,Se
.

w

voPtilation fromwhich. the sample'Was drawn: 6 .Wwere *ales. an

31.1% females. The participants academic class status' was

follows: 27.51-fre hMen 16.2 %sophomores, 22.2% juniors

seniors, and 18%

a

graduate aid nonmatriculated. The sample was

subdivided into two groups, frequent and- occasional Movie-goers.

Frequent moviegoers were lefine&as those.respondents who reported

attending films,twice a month, or more. The distribution of ths-

respondents by sex and ear in school fothese two gi4oups:is

displayed in Table 1. Therb was no significaht difference bet e

the'two groups by age (X2
df *= 13, p = .21

S

Table 1 Abut Here

BeforepreSenting the results of.this study it is important
t

representativeL

Iaess of the sam e, qertner (9, p. 32A) reppr S that 581 of the

address the concept of external validity, t'ie

total 1977 f ission8 were accounted or by 16 to 29 year
/

eolds. Morover i* ndiViduals withat.leas some.college,education_

comprise bothth largest And most f equent movie- hg aggregate.-

Thus,as Elliott and Schenck-Hamlin ((8, p. 553) scat- "fen, film

1:

. 9,-

researchthe c011ege student_ be more represen __tive than

student samples used in other research.

Ecerning self-reported data are,

The usual cautions. con-

course, applicab e.



For the,entire.sample the mean frequency of movie.attendanos.
.

as once a mRnth. Table 2 reports respbnses to a question Which

'Table .2 About Here

. asked, "When are you most likely.to go to, a movie? . The most

frequently occurliing response among all groups offers support for

the findihgs reported by the 1977 Time study and the.concept of

a discriminating audience: movie -going to be a specific

as opposed to a gen ral activity. These respindents to go

movie, not the movies: Knowing this .as well as that film patrons
.

in this market have a multitude of films from which to choose,
5

we should be able, from the importance attributed to the variables

examined in this Study, to better understand how film goers arrive

-at their choice .for.fiIm Attendance...

Sixty-five different. titles were listed by the respondents'

As the 14st movie they had seen. ,Three films Were- mentioned,by

more than ten respondents: A2pcalyps Nowi 10; and Animal House-.

ResPonseS to the question Whichasked who or what .dret4 their

attention to this film were coded into six categories. Table 3

reports the percentage distribution by type of:responsejor,bOtb.

Table 3 About Here

groups. While overall. there no significant. diffe ence between

groups, frequent movie-goers more often mentioned ward -of -mouth



a

sources than did oocadic nal movie-goers.

The first research question asked:
-

going as a leisure-time activity?
. To addressethis question,

i imporant is movie-,

respOn'denti were 'asked: "In terms of your leisure-time activities,

about how important would yqu say going to the movies is?"..On a

-teven-ppint scale (1 = very unimportant) the mean response for

the entire sample was 3.7; for occasional movie -goers, 3;4, and

for frequent movie- goers, 2. Although-neither group.evaluated

movie-going-as.an important leisure-time activity, as would be

expected, frequ'ent movie-goers rated the activity as significantly

more iMportant than occasional patrons (t=4.323-, df=161, p4:.001,

two-tailed). A following,. open-ended uestion asked#tile respond

,ent to indicate their favorite leisure-iime activity. twenty-

six-different types of responses were coded. Overall -2.5% of

the sample reported going to the movies as their favorite leisure-

timetithe activity2 with %-a-mong the occasional and OD% among. the

frequent attenders. By way of comparison the:1972 Times study.

reported that 2% of its sample named movie-going as their favorit'e.

leisure activity.

.

Another aspect of-movle-golng as a leisure activity is 'media,:

use in Feneral. Handel's 1946 study (cited in.I0, p. 155)

reported. positive correlations between attendance at Movies,

radio listening, and newspaper and book reading. The second

research question asked:. WI-fat is the'relationshipbefeen movie

attend-n 4 and the use of other media? Table 4:- reports

Table 4 About Here



k k

p oduct moment correlations between movie attendance daily tele

vision viewing, and .(daily) ,newspaper and (monthly) magazine--

reading As can be seen, for the.entiresamPle'aS Well as the

two.subgroups, movie attendance was unrelated to -televiewing And

newspaper reading. A modest ( 19) positive relationship between

filM-going and magazine reading w'as found, but only for the sample

as a whole. TheSe findings, then, tend to contradict Handel's

assertion df a multimedia-use audience. In terms of the extent

of their media consumption, both occasional and frequent film

goers repented viewing an-average one-to-two hours of television

daily (t=.127, df=165p"..05, two-tailed) and reading a,news-

paper an average of three times weekly (t 980 df=185 pJP.05,

`two-tailed). Frequent film-goers reported reading significantly

more magazines monthly (t=9.813 df=165, p< .001, two - tailed)

than did occasional-movie-goers (an average of three a month

compared-to two a month'respectiVely) ..

The third research question asked: How important were these

-28 variables in the individuals most recent decision to attend

a-movie and what percentage of the- movie attendance variance is

predicted by these 28 variables? 'Table 5 presents the mean

scores and comparative rank order by attendance group for each-

3 3

Table 5 About Here

variable. As was found in studies by the Times, Austin (2),

Silvey and Kenyon, the Most important variables, among both

groups, were the film's plot and t7enre, i.e., its subject matte

Comments made by friends were also clearly important. Conversely,

11



the three least`important variables

441c ion peiisonnel: the film's director writer, and.pr

tends tcWagree wi vious research (2,finding, too,

contrast with 'the popular winning or' being

nominated.-(a better indicator here given'the time of questionnaire

distribution) for,an Academy Award was reported by these respond-.

entS-to be rather unimportant Other low-salience variables
-

included parental comments, MPAA rAting and indiden 1 costs.

Advertisemen s presented in the electronic media were rated

as more important thin those offered by. the print media; of all

four media examined elevision was by fqr the more important

medium. Compared to these media Avertisements, ,previews (trailers)

shown in theate s were more iMportant'than were ad' presented

radio, newspapers, or magazines.' Frequent Movie - goers. ranked

previews high6r-than did occasional movie-goers (fourth ana seventh

respectively); as would be expected givefi.their greater likelihood

Of,exPosu7e to such promotional material.

While the electronic media were rated as more important,a vp

sing sources than were print ,media,. reviews which appeared

print were ranked higher thin tboSe presented, on TV or radio.

Occasional movie goers rated reviews -as being more import,i'lit than'

did frequent movie- goers, regardless of the Medium in which they

were p esented. Nevertheless, overall, critical csmmentary waS

a$sessed as being somewhat unimportant to those respondents.

To check for differences by attendance gjbup and sex for'
each criterion available, two ay analysis of variance tests -were

perform d.
6

One siknificant interaction effect was folAnd:

'occasional female film-goers reported-proximity of'the theater



as. significantly more important than did- males (pit:. 5). In

terms of attendance grodt, a significant main effect was.found

only for th'e newspaper reviews variable: occasional film-goers

rated this variable.as significantly more itporiant than frequent

film-goers (p<.05). Three significant main effects were found

when the variables w we compared by sex. In all three instan 'ces

males retorted the director (p < producer 44(.05 and TV

adve tisementS (p<.01) more important than females.

,A- Table 5 illultrates, the price of admission ranked fifth

acid eleventh in importance for, respectively, the occasional and

the frequent film-goer. Later in th& questionnaire. the partici-

pant :ere asked to respond on a seven-point scale (1=strongly

disagree) to the following statement: "If the price of admission,

(tickets) to the ,ovies was less expensive I would go more often.
4

The mean response for bOth attendance groups indicated agreement

th this statment (occasional 7=5'.9, frequent 7=5.97). The

ilarity of mean values for both groups suggests that while

the price of admission was a relatively unimportant variable for

their last trip to the movies, lower price-at the box off

might stimulate increased frequency of attendanee

ce

To provide an answer to the question copce_ning what per-

centage of the movie attendance is predicted by these 28,variables,

the variables examined here, plus a 29th, importance of movie

attendance as a leisure activity, were entered by forward stepwise,

inclusion in a multiple regression analysis with movie attendance

as the dep dent variable. In the stepwise regression procedure,

the most powerful independent variable (i.e., that variable which

explains the greatest amount of variance in the dependent variable)

en



is entered first, followed by the remaining independent variables

according to the strength of their contribution.to variance

explained in the dependent variable. As Jennrich (13 p. 58)

notes the-stepwise routine allows the researcher to "steer the

[predictor variable] additions by statistically meaningful

criteria. - Here the criteria utilized were: n in predictor

aist=26, F= 01, and tolerance=.001.-

Overall, for the total sample, somewhat more than one - quarter

,(R2 =28.6) of the movie attendance'variance -is explained by 27

variables (film plot and magazine advertisements' F-level we:

insufficient for inclusion). 7
The summary Portion of the regres-

sion analysis for occasional film-goers is presented in Table 6

while Table 7 reports. the results for frequent movie- goers.

Table 6 About Here

.Table 7 About Be-

Using 27 variables (insufficient F- levels for the television

reviews and Oscar nomination variables), 35.% of the variance

is explained the Occasional attendance group. Excludi

mportance f movie-going the R 2
drops to 32.6% for this group.

As gan be seen in Table 7, 27 variables (radio reviews dnd paren

comments not included) predict more than half 55.1% - of the

var the frequent attendance roue- With movie -,oinr,

importance e cl R`= 5,j2,5 ,
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CONCLUSION

This report presents the results of a study which investigated

_mportance-of 28 variabl4s in an individual's most recent

decision to attend a film. Based on the 'three research questions

offered earlier, the following conclusions may be drawn: (1)

.movie;going was rated as somewhat unimportant to indifferent as

leisure-time activity, (2) movie attendance was.found to be

virtually unrelated to'the respondents' use of three other media,

(3) the subject matter of the film and the influence of friends

were most important to the respondents most rece- film attendance

experienc conversely, the three key behind-til-camera ptoduction

personnel and individuals outside the respondentspeer group

were assessed as being unimportant, (4) a.s much as 55% of the

total variance in movie attendance is accounted for by the va

abler examined in this study, thereby indicating their use by

mciVie-gars .

The study reported here offers numerous avenues for further

investigation. Film audience research, despite the lengthy

existence of the medium and patrons, is still in its infancy

One might, fotinstance, logically and. validly argue that the

influence of virtually all the various production variables on

film choice decisions is contingent on sources external' to the

variables themselves (e.g. , interpersonal or mass mediated) and

hence these variables might be viewed as Eontaminated.
8

Thus,

for example, the influence of film plot or genre is probably

dependent on interpersonal interaction, reading of reviews,

viewing advertisements, or seeing trailers, 6ince one cannot



-14-

possibly have first -hand knowledge of plot or genre prior

actually viewing a film. Further, the concept of film genres

and -what this means to individuals continues to confoundresearch

9
efforts. There is obviously a need, therefore, for research

that goes beyond bivariate analysis and which attempts to sort-

out by multivariate means thethe sources of contamination. More-

over, .different advertising (e.g., the early enigmatic ads for

The China end ?vane as opposed to reliance on reutation as has

been emplayed for The Empire Strikes Back, Rocky II, and

"Just when you thought. it was safe to'go back in the water" - II)

and marketing strategies and their effectiveness need research

attention.



TAB 1

Distribution by Sex and Year in School
of Occasional and Frequent Movie-Goers

Male

Female

N

Freshman

Sophom-ore.

Junior

Senior.

Graduate and
Other

N

Occasional
ovie-6oers

Frequent
ov±e-Goers

67.2%

32.8%

116
2

X = 1.13 df=1

25.0%

16.4%

22.4%

34.5

1 7-

116
2 1

X = 1.52 d

75.5%

24.5%

49

3311%

15.7%

21.6%

27.5%

1.9%

51

p> .05



TABLE 2

When'Are You Most Likely To Go To A Moyle?
4

When you feel

depressed

red or

When you. just happen to

have A free evening

When there is a picture which

especially interests you

When someone else asks you,

to go

Other

Total Sample Occasional
Movie-Goer

Prequer4
ovie-Coer-

.6% .9%

8.8% 9.6%

75.5% 73.7% 82.7%

.8.8% 11.0% 3.9%

5.3% 5.9 3.8%

_2
X = 3.27 df=4 p=.51



TABI 3

Who or What Drew Your Attention To The
Last Film You Attended?

Occasional ,

Mmee -Goers
Frequent

_ovie-Goers

Worde-f=mouth 33.3% '48.0%
Theme/content 26.3% 16.0%4
Actor/actress 16.7% 12.0%
TV advertisement 12.3% 10.0%
Reviews s ,6.1% 4.0%
Other 5.3% 10.0%

113

X2 = 5,74 df=5 p> .05

50



T IfE 4

product - Moment Correlations of Media-Use Habits

TV
Viewih

Newspaper ,

Read'n
Magazine.
Reading

Attendance_Movie Attendance
total sample .00 -.05 .19*
occasional .00 .04 ..08
frequent .07 .02 .00

TV Viewing
total sample .22** ;12
occasional .27** .13
frpguent .09 .12

Newspaper Reading
total sample .26***
bccasional .26***
frequent .31*'

*p< .05 ( =tailed)
**p < .01 (two-tailed)

***p < .001 (two-tailed)



TABS 5

Mean Scores and Rank-Order For Importance
Movie Attendance Variables

Total
Sample

k Rank

Occasional
Movie -Goers

Rank

-Frequent
Movie-Goers

X Ran)

Plot 5.59 (1) 5.52 (1 5.66 (1)
Genre 5.21 (2) -5.09 (2) 5.36 (2)
Friends' Comments 4.99 (3) 5.00 (3) 4.82 43)
TV Ads 440 (4) 4.17 (4) 3.86 (5)
Previews 3.80 (5) 3.61 (7) 4.08 (4)
Title 3.71 (6) 3.69\ (6) 3.68 (6)
Price of Admissdon 3.63 (7) 3.72 15) 3.26, (11)
Kal,e Star 3.61 (8) 3.62 8) 1%50 (9)
Female Star ,3.36 (9) 1;18 (12) 3.66- (7)
Radio Ads 3.35 (10) ,3.42 (9) 3.10 (12)
Color Photography 1 (11) 3.17 (13) 3.52 (8)
Music . 7 (12) 3.15 (14) 3.44 (10)
Newspaper Rev;iews 3.28 (13) 3.41 t(10) 2.80 (16)
Magazine Reviews 3.14 (14) 3.28 (11) 2.74 (17)
Proximity of Theater . 3:12 (15) 3.09 (15) 2.98 (14)
newspaper Ads 3.'07 (16) 3.05 (16) 3.00 (13)
Magazine Ads 2.97 (17) 2.93 (18) 2.92 (15)
1'V Reviews a.92 (28) 2.95 (17) 2.64 (19)
CPAA.Rating 2.26 (1-9) 2.82 (19) 2.92 (15)
3&W Photography 2.22 (20) 2.77 120) 2.74 (17)
Radio Reviews 2.64 (21) 2.66 (21) 2.48 , (21)
Dscar Nomination

i 2.63 (22) 2.52 -(22) 2.68 (18)
)scar Winning 2.59 (23) 2.52 (22) 2.62 (20)
Encidental Costs 2.29 (24) 2.21 (23) 2.34 (22)
'arents' Comments 2.22 (25) 2.19 (24) 2.24 (23)
producer 1.92 (26) 1.84 (25) 2.12 (24)
triter 1.82 (27) 1.80 (26)- 1.86 (25)
)irect9r 1.76 (28) 1.74 (27) 1.74 (26)

1.--very unimportant, 7=very irnpo :ant



TABLE 6

Summary Table for Stepwise Regression with Movie Attendante as
the Dependent Variable: Occasional MoVie-Goer

Predictor Variables Mul

Movie importance
Director
B&W photo
Parents' comments
Radio reviews
Male star
Newspaper ads
Oscar winner
Previews
TV ads
Writer
Title
Producer
Newspaper reviews,
Magazine,ads
Genre
MPAA rating
Incidental costs
Radio ads
Magazine reviews
Friends comments
Female star
Plot
Music
Theater proximity
Price of admission
Color photo

D.29
0.35
.0.39
0.42
0.44
0.46
0.48
0.50
0.51
0.53
0.54
0.54
0,55
0.56
0.56

'0.57:
0.57
0.58
0.58
0.58,
0.58
0.58
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59
0.59

0.087
0.128
0.159
0.178
0.200
0.218
0.237
0.253
0.264
0.281
0.291
0.299
0.306
0.314
0.322
0.330
0.334
0.337
0.341
0.343
0.345
0.347
0.349
0.351
0.352
0.353
0.354

0.29 0.19
0.24 0.28
0.17 0.19

-0.03 -0.2(1
9T142 0.41'
0.22 0.26
0.08 -0.22

-0.01 -0.21
0.22. 0.20

-0.03 -0.12
0.09 -0.12
0.17* 0.13
0.11 -0.15
0.12 -0.07
0.10. 0.23
0.03 -0.13

-0.01 -0.08
0.05 -0.06
0.05. -0.10
0.12 -0.07
411, f .048

-0.08
-0.06 -0.05
0:09 0.06
0.00 0.06

-0.04 -0.04
0.14 -0.04



APE TABLE 7

Summary Table for Stepwise Regression with Movie Attendance as
the Dependent Variable: Frequent Movie-Goers

"Predictor Variables Mill iple R
2

Simple r Beta

Female star
MPAA rating
TV ads

-0.26
0.41
0.48

G-069
0.168
0.232

-0.26
0.10

F. -0.10

-0.29
0.27

-0.16.
Newspaper reviews 0.51 0.262 0.12 0.20'
Oscar winner 0.54 0.296 -0.08 -0.07
Producer 0.57 '0.330 - o.017 0.18
Magazine ads 0.63 0.404 -0.20 -0.44
Incidental costs 0.65 0.425 -0.14 -0.28
We star t 0.66 0.448 -0.19 -0.17
Movie importance 0.68 0.469 0.21 0.27
-Newspaper ads 0.69 0.482 0.12 0.17
-Writer 0.70 0.502 0.10 0.20
Color photo 0.71 0.511 0.10 0.33
B &W photo 0.72 0.519 -0.0 '-0.23
Genre, . 0.72 0.531 0.00 -0.11
Friends' comments 0.73 0.536 -0.05 -0.12.

`''Previews 0.73 0.540 -0.12 0.15
Radio ads 0.73 0.542 0.04 0.09
Oscar nomination 0.73 0.544 -0.01 -0.24
Director 0.73 0.546 0.00 0.09
Plot 0.73 '0.547 0.02 -0.07
Theater proximity 0.74 0.549 -0.08 _-0.02
TV reviews 0.74 0.549 0.02 0.12
Title 0.74 0.549 0.22 0.07
Price of admission 0.74 0.550 -0.01 -0.04
Magazine reviews 0.74 0.551 0.00 -0.07
Music 0.74 0.551 -0.16 -0.04



FOOTNOTES

4
1
For a discussion of recent trends in research conducVd

by the film industry see Simonet (23).

2-
Bannerman and Lewis (6, p. 129) note that "Scholarly

interest in the movies [sic] audience has waned greatly since
the advent of television and recent studies are scarce"

3TheThe relationship between film aid its audience has beep
a perennial foctis of attention for the methodologically less'
rigorous armchair philosophers. These individuals, termed
"Descriptors" by Austin -,(4), while often providing valuable
points of departure for the social scientist, offer little in
the way of systematically and empirically advancing the state
of knowledge.

4
Copies of the questionnaire are available from the author.

The preSent research builds upon a pilot study (2).

5
As advertised in'the market's local daily newspaper at"

the time when the study was conducted, there was a total of 24
indoortheaters and 36 screens.

Due to space limitations, tables reporting the results of
these tests are not shown. Copies of the tables' are available
from the Author.

7
Excluding importance of_movie-going froni the analysis,

R
2
=17.5. The summary table for this analysis is not shown due

to space limitations but is available from the author.

8
o-netheless, it is sensible to assume that even though

some degree of contamination is to be expected, the production
variables may still be differentially salient to various
individuals. Therefore, while the contribution of who directed
a film to subsequent attendance is most likely to be determined
by reading advertisements listing such credits, the importance
of the variable to different individuals is likely to fluctuate.

-For a discussion of this point see (5 ) and ( 4).
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